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Background. Atrophy in the medial temporal lobe,
frontal lobe and posterior cortex can be measured
withvisual ratingscalessuchas themedial temporal
atrophy (MTA), global cortical atrophy – frontal

subscale (GCA-F) and posterior atrophy (PA) scales,
respectively.However,practicalcut-offsareurgently
needed, especially now that different presentations
of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) are included in the
revised diagnostic criteria.

Aims. The aim of this study was to generate a list of
practical cut-offs for the MTA, GCA-F and PA
scales, for both diagnosis of AD and determining
prognosis in mild cognitive impairment (MCI), and
to evaluate the influence of key demographic and
clinical factors on these cut-offs.

Methods. AddNeuroMed and ADNI cohorts were com-
binedgivinga total of1147participants (322patients
with AD, 480 patients with MCI and 345 control
subjects). The MTA, GCA-F and PA scales were
applied and a broad range of cut-offs was evaluated.

Results. The MTA scale showed better diagnostic and
predictive performances than the GCA-F and PA
scales. Age, apolipoprotein E (ApoE) e4 status and
age at disease onset influenced all three scales. For
the age ranges 45–64, 65–74, 75–84 and 85–
94 years, the following cut-offs should be used.
MTA: ≥1.5, ≥1.5, ≥2 and ≥2.5; GCA-F, ≥1, ≥1, ≥1
and ≥1; and PA, ≥1, ≥1, ≥1 and ≥1, respectively,
with an adjustment for early-onset ApoE e4 non-
carrier AD patients (MTA: ≥2, ≥2, ≥3 and ≥3; and
GCA-F: ≥1, ≥1, ≥2 and ≥2, respectively).

Conclusions. If successfully validated in clinical set-
tings, the list of practical cut-offs proposed here
might be useful in clinical practice. Their use might
also (i) promote research on atrophy subtypes, (ii)
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increase the understanding of different presenta-
tions of AD, (iii) improve diagnosis and prognosis
and (iv) aid population selection and enrichment
for clinical trials.

Keywords: Alzheimer’s disease, frontal atrophy, med-
ial temporal atrophy, mild cognitive impairment,
posterior atrophy, visual rating scales.

Introduction

Current diagnostic criteria for Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) and mild cognitive impairment (MCI) incorpo-
rate biomarkers of neurodegeneration to increase
diagnostic certainty [1, 2]. Neurodegeneration can
be studied with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
and medial temporal atrophy (MTA) is a supportive
feature of AD [1, 3]. Atrophy may also occur in
other brain regions such as the frontal lobe and
posterior cortex, associated with AD presentations
demonstrating prominent executive, language or
visuospatial impairment. These presentations are
included in the current diagnostic criteria for AD. It
is thus relevant to consider clinically suitable tools
for the assessment of frontal and posterior atrophy,
in addition to MTA.

The most widely used tool for assessing MTA is the
visual rating scale developed by Scheltens et al. [4],
which has been successfully validated for AD (for
review see [5]). Posterior atrophy (PA) can be
assessed with a recently published visual rating
scale also validated for AD [6, 7]. However, no
visual rating scale of frontal atrophy has been
specifically validated for AD, and only adaptations
are available for other neurological states [8, 9].
The global cortical atrophy scale (GCA) [10, 11] has
previously been applied in AD [11–17] and has
shown greater global atrophy in patients with AD
than in those with MCI and control subjects [12].
The GCA scale includes a separate assessment of
the frontal lobe (i.e. GCA-F), and two previous
studies have evaluated frontal atrophy in AD based
on the GCA-F scale [11, 14].

The MTA, PA and GCA-F scales are quick and
easy to use. They can be performed on both MRI
and computed tomography images, which are
generally available today as part of the clinical
routine. However, these three scales have not yet
been widely used in clinical practice. One of the
reasons for this is the lack of reliable and
practical cut-offs to determine deviation from
normality [5, 18]. For the MTA scale, two cut-offs
have commonly been used. The original proposal
by Scheltens and colleagues consisted of an age-
adjusted cut-off of MTA score ≥2 in either of the

two hemispheres considered abnormal below the
age of 75 years, with an MTA score ≥3 required to
be abnormal above 75 years of age [4]. This cut-off
has shown low specificity (67%) [19]. A cut-off of
≥1.5 based on the average score of both hemi-
spheres has also been proposed [20]. This cut-off
has shown higher specificity (94%), but at the
expense of lower sensitivity (46%). Further, a cut-
off of ≥2 based on the average score of both
hemispheres has been reported to have higher
sensitivity in patients with AD older than 75 years
[21], and a score of 3 might be considered normal
in individuals above 80 years of age [22]. For PA, a
cut-off of ≥2 has been proposed by Koedam et al.
[7]. To our knowledge, no cut-offs have been
specified for the GCA or the GCA-F subscale,
and their diagnostic performance remains
unknown.

In addition to age, other factors such as apolipo-
protein E (ApoE) e4 allele status and age at
disease onset influence the MTA scale [21]. These
two factors should be considered when develop-
ing clinically useful cut-offs. To our knowledge,
no previous studies have addressed this issue for
the PA and GCA-F scales. The aims of this study
were to (i) investigate the diagnostic and predic-
tive value of the PA and GCA-F scales both in
comparison with and in combination with the
MTA scale; (ii) evaluate the influence of key
demographic and clinical factors on the three
scales; (iii) compare a broad range of cut-offs for
diagnosing AD and predicting progression from
MCI to AD; and (iv) generate a list of practical
cut-offs in order to facilitate the clinical use of
the three scales.

Materials and methods

Subjects

A total of 1147 participants were included in this
study (322 patients with AD, 480 patients with MCI
and 345 healthy control subjects). MCI patients
were classified as ‘converters’ (MCI-C) or as ‘stable’
(MCI-S) if they fulfilled the diagnostic criteria of AD
(n = 95) or remained stable (n = 385) after
12 months of follow-up, respectively. Data were
obtained from the AddNeuroMed and ADNI
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studies. AddNeuroMed is part of the Innovative
Medicines in Europe (InnoMed) European Union
Sixth Framework programme and was designed to
develop and validate novel surrogate markers in
AD [23, 24]. ADNI was launched in 2003 by the
National Institute on Aging, the National Institute
of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering, the
Food and Drug Administration, private pharma-
ceutical companies and nonprofit organizations.
The project was established to develop standard-
ized imaging techniques and biomarker procedures
in healthy control subjects and patients with AD or
MCI. Data were obtained from the ADNI database
(adni.loni.usc.edu; Principal Investigator Michael
W. Weiner).

Participant recruitment and eligibility criteria were
similar in the two cohorts [25–27]. Briefly, AD
diagnosis was based on the NINCDS-ADRDA and
DSM-IV criteria for probable AD, as well as a total
Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) score [28] of ≥0.5.
MCI diagnosis required a mini-mental state exam-
ination (MMSE) score [29] of between 24 and 30,
memory complaints, normal activities of daily
living, a total CDR score of 0.5 and a Geriatric
Depression Scale (GDS) score [30] of ≤5. The
inclusion criteria for control subjects were an
MMSE score of between 24 and 30, a total CDR
score of 0 and a GDS score ≤5. For all three groups,
exclusion criteria included significant neurological
or psychiatric illness, significant unstable systemic
illness or organ failure and history of alcohol or
substance abuse or dependence. All clinical diag-
noses were made without the use of MRI scans.

MRI and visual rating scales

MRI data acquisition in the AddNeuroMed study
was designed to be compatible with the ADNI
protocol [31]. A high-resolution sagittal three-
dimensional T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence was
applied in both studies (voxel size
1.1 9 1.1 9 1.2 mm3). MTA, GCA and PA scales
were applied as described elsewhere [4, 7, 10]
based only on T1-weighted images. The MTA scale
scores the degree of atrophy from 0 to 4 in the
hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus, entorhinal
cortex and the surrounding cerebrospinal fluid
spaces. The PA scale scores the degree of atrophy
from 0 to 3 in the posterior cingulate sulcus,
precuneus, parieto-occipital sulcus and the parie-
tal cortex. The GCA scale was applied only to the
frontal lobe in order to provide a measurement of
frontal atrophy (i.e. the GCA-F subscale). The

anatomical boundaries of the frontal lobe were
defined by the central sulcus, the frontal bone and
the fissure of Sylvius. Scores also range from 0 to 3.
In the three visual rating scales, a score of 0
denotes no atrophy, whereas scores of 1 to 3
indicate an increasing degree of atrophy. MTA
analysis was based on coronal reconstructions,
GCA-F on axial reconstructions and PA on recon-
structions from all three planes. All visual ratings
were performed by a single rater (LC), who was
blind to the diagnosis and to demographic and
clinical information. Intrarater reliability examined
in 100 randomly selected participants provided
weighted kappa values of 0.93 and 0.94 for MTA
(left and right hemispheres, respectively), 0.70 for
GCA-F and 0.72 for PA.

Cut-offs for the visual rating scales

To accomplish the third objective, we evaluated a
broad spectrum of cut-offs designed to determine
deviation from normality in MTA, GCA-F and PA.
All these cut-offs are discussed in the Supplemen-
tary material. The cut-off indicates the first value
considered abnormal (e.g. a cut-off of MTA ≥2
means that a value ≥2 on the MTA scale should be
considered abnormal). First, we included several
previously described cut-offs: MTA ≥1.5 [20], MTA
≥2 [21], MTA age-75 [4] and PA ≥2 [7]. Next, we
tested for the first time the following complemen-
tary cut-offs: GCA-F ≥ 1, GCA-F ≥ 2, GCA-F ≥ 3,
GCA-F age-75, PA ≥1 and PA age-75. Finally, we
created a new age-adjusted cut-off based on age
range in decades (age-decades-adjusted cut-off): (i)
the performance of the cut-offs was calculated by
stratifying the sample by decades [45–54 + 55–64,
65–74, 75–84 and 85–94 years; decades 45–54 and
55–64 years were combined because of the small
sample size below the age of 54 years (n = 2)]; and
(ii) cut-offs that provided the best diagnostic per-
formance for each decade were combined to create
a single cut-off (Table S1).

Demographic and clinical variables

Age, gender and years of education were included
in this study as demographic variables. Disease
severity was assessed using the CDR scale, includ-
ing only the memory domain of CDR in the analy-
sis. Cognitive performance was assessed with the
MMSE and ADAS-Cog [32], although ADAS-Cog
was replaced by the Consortium to Establish a
Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease (CERAD) battery
[33] for healthy control subjects and patients with
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MCI in the AddNeuroMed study. The CERAD
10-word recall task was rescored as described
previously [21] in order to be compatible with the
10-word recall task (ADAS1) in ADAS-Cog. Age at
disease onset, disease duration and ApoE e4 status
were also included in the study. ApoE genotype was
evaluated as described previously [31, 34].

Statistical analysis

Because previous studies have shown that pat-
terns of AD atrophy [35] and diagnostic and
predictive performances of the MTA scale [21] are
similar in the AddNeuroMed and ADNI cohorts, we
combined the two data sets to provide higher power
for the statistical analyses. One-way independent
ANOVA and the Mann–Whitney U-test were used for
continuous variables, and the Kruskal–Wallis and
chi-squared tests were used for ordinal and dichot-
omous variables, respectively. Mixed ANOVA and
two-way independent ANCOVA were used to analyse
the interaction between two independent variables.
P-values in all post hoc analyses were adjusted
using Bonferroni correction for multiple compari-
sons. Multiple linear regression (backwards) was
performed to analyse the influence of demographic
and clinical variables on the three visual rating
scales. Diagnostic performance was determined by

comparing patients with AD and control subjects;
for predictive performance, patients with MCI-C
and patients with MCI-S were compared. Both
diagnostic and predictive performances were eval-
uated by: (i) sensitivity and specificity values
calculated from true- and false-positive/negative
values; (ii) receiver operating characteristic curve
analyses with their respective areas under the
curve (AUCs) and 95% confidence intervals; and
(iii) Cohen’s Kappa test using the criteria of Landis
and Koch to interpret the magnitude of the agree-
ment (j < 0, no agreement; j = 0–0.20, slight
agreement; j = 0.21–0.40, fair agreement;
j < 0.41–0.60, moderate agreement; j = 0.61–
0.80, substantial agreement; j = 0.81–1.0, almost
perfect agreement) [36]. P ≤ 0.05 was considered
statistically significant. All analyses were per-
formed using IBM SPSS Statistics for Mac, Version
20.0. (IBM Corp., Released 2011, Armonk, NY,
USA) for Mac.

Results

Demographic and clinical variables and regional atrophy

Table 1 shows the demographic and clinical char-
acteristics of the four study groups (AD, MCI-S,
MCI-C and control). MTA scores were converted to
a scale of 0 to 3 to allow comparison with GCA-F

Table 1 Demographic and clinical variables

CTRL (n = 345) MCI-S (n = 385) MCI-C (n = 95) AD (n = 322) P

AddNeuroMed/ADNI, n 115/230 101/284 25/70 123/199 0.004

Age, years 74.91 (5.80) 75.08 (6.89) 74.25 (6.54) 75.60 (7.14) 0.210

Gender, % female 51.0 39.5 41.1 54.7 <0.001

Years of education (n = 1144) 14.27 (4.39) 14.01 (4.56) 13.73 (4.23) 12.15 (4.79)b,c,d <0.001

Disease onset, % early onseta – – – 16.3 –

Disease duration, yearsa – – – 3.68 (2.53) –

ApoE e4, % carriers (n = 1121) 27.9 47.3 63.4 62.1 <0.001

MMSE (n = 1144) 28.92 (2.46) 27.13 (1.71)b 26.55 (1.81)b 21.53 (5.40)b,c,d <0.001

CDR memory (n = 1103) 0 0.5b 0.5b 0.92 (0.43)b,c,d <0.001

ADAS1 (n = 1089) 3.05 (1.31) 4.61 (1.37)b 5.35 (1.34)b,c 6.33 (1.46)b,c,d <0.001

CTRL, control; MCI-S, mild cognitive impairment remaining stable at 12 months of follow-up; MCI-C, mild cognitive
impairment fulfilling the diagnostic criteria of AD at 12 months of follow-up; AD, Alzheimer’s disease; ApoE e4,
apolipoprotein E e4 allele; MMSE, mini-mental state examination; CDR memory, Clinical Dementia Rating – memory
domain; ADAS1, Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale, 10-word recall task.
Values are presented as mean (SD) unless otherwise stated.
Post hoc analyses were adjusted by Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
aOnly for the AD group, n = 320.
bSignificantly different from CTRL.
cSignificantly different from MCI-S.
dSignificantly different from MCI-C.
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and PA (Table 2 and Fig. 1). A mixed ANOVA was
performed to analyse the interaction between
visual rating scale (within-subject factor with three

levels: MTA, GCA-F and PA) and diagnostic group
(between-subject factor with four levels: control,
MCI-S, MCI-C and AD). The results showed a signif-

Table 2 Interaction between regional atrophy and diagnostic groups

CTRL (n = 345) MCI-S (n = 385) MCI-C (n = 95) AD (n = 322) P

Main effect

(visual rating scale)

MTA, mean

(SD)

0.86 (0.50)a,b 1.17 (0.62)a,b,c 1.44 (0.61)b,c,d 1.74 (0.70) b,c,d,e <0.001 1.30 (0.02)a,b

GCA-F,

mean (SD)

0.39 (0.55) 0.52 (0.63)c 0.74 (0.72)c,d 0.80 (0.72)c,d <0.001 0.61 (0.02)

PA, mean

(SD)

0.68 (0.76)a 0.76 (0.73)a 0.88 (0.74) 0.88 (0.83)c 0.004 0.80 (0.03)a

P <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 – <0.001

Main effect

(diagnostic

group),

mean (SE)

0.64 (0.03) 0.82 (0.02)c 1.02 (0.05)c,d 1.14 (0.03)c,d <0.001 –

MTA, medial temporal atrophy; GCA-F, frontal lobe atrophy (from the global cortical atrophy scale); PA, posterior cortical
atrophy. MCI-S, mild cognitive impairment remaining stable at 12 months of follow-up; MCI-C, mild cognitive impairment
fulfilling the diagnostic criteria of AD at 12 months of follow-up; AD, Alzheimer’s disease.
MTA scores were converted to a scale of 0 to 3 to allow comparison with the GCA-F and PA scores. Conversion consisted of
multiplying MTA scores by a factor of 0.75.
Post hoc analyses were adjusted by Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
aSignificantly different from GCA-F.
bSignificantly different from PA.
cSignificantly different from CTRL.
dSignificantly different from MCI-S.
eSignificantly different from MCI-C.
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Fig. 1 Regional atrophy across study groups. Post hoc analyses were adjusted by Bonferroni correction for multiple
comparisons. MTA scores were converted to a scale of 0 to 3 to allow comparison with GCA-F and PA scores. Conversion
consisted of multiplying MTA scores by a factor of 0.75. CTRL, control; MCI-S, mild cognitive impairment remaining stable at
12 months of follow-up; MCI-C, mild cognitive impairment fulfilling the diagnostic criteria of AD at 12 months of follow-up.
AD, Alzheimer’s disease; MTA, medial temporal atrophy; GCA-F, frontal lobe atrophy (from the global cortical atrophy scale);
PA, posterior atrophy. ***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05.
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icant interaction (F(6,2042.653) = 19.554; P < 0.001),
indicating a gradient of global atrophy with AD and
MCI-C groupsdisplaying the samedegree of atrophy
but greater in comparison with the MCI-S and
control groups (AD = MCI-C > MCI-S > control)
(F(3,1143) = 66.492; P < 0.001). This global degree
of atrophywasmodulated by the factor visual rating
scale. In particular, MTA perfectly separated the
four groups: AD > MCI-C > MCI-S > control
(U(3) = 275.801; P < 0.001). GCA-F reflected the
gradient of global atrophy: AD = MCI-C > MCI-
S > control (U(3) = 66.792; P < 0.001). PA only
showed statistical differences between the AD and
control groups: AD > control (U(3) = 13.480;
P = 0.004). By contrast, there was a gradient of
higher MTA scores, followed by PA and finally GCA-
F: MTA > PA > GCA-F (v2ð2Þ = 534.401; P > 0.001).
This patternwasmodulated by the factor diagnostic
group. The main effect (MTA > PA > GCA-F) was
also found in the control andMCI-S groups (control:
v2ð2Þ = 108.347; P > 0.001; MCI-S: v2ð2Þ = 161.043;
P > 0.001). However, no significant differences were
found between PA and GCA-F in the AD and MCI-C
groups (MTA > PA = GCA-F) (AD: v2ð2Þ = 262.672;
P > 0.001; MCI-C: v2ð2Þ = 45.216; P > 0.001).

Diagnostic and predictive performances of the visual rating scales

Diagnostic performance was evaluated by compar-
ing patients with AD and control subjects
(n = 667). The MTA scale showed the best diagnos-
tic performance (AUC = 83.8), followed by the
GCA-F and PA scales (AUC = 65.3 and 56.7,
respectively) (Table 3 and Fig. S1A). Predictive
performance was evaluated by comparing the
MCI-C and MCI-S groups (n = 480). The MTA scale
again showed the best performance (AUC = 62.4),
followed by the GCA-F and PA scales (AUC = 58.1
and 54.7, respectively) (Table 3 and Fig. S1B).

Influence of demographic and clinical factors on the visual rating
scales

Several multiple linear regression models were
fitted to evaluate the influence of age, gender,
years of education, age at disease onset, disease
duration and ApoE e4 status on the three visual
rating scales. First, separate models were gener-
ated for the AD group (n = 313) because age at
disease onset and disease duration were only
available for this group. A greater degree of MTA
was found to be related to older age, male gender
and longer disease duration; a greater degree of
GCA-F and PA was related to older age and earlier

disease onset (Table 4). Next, the same models
were applied to the whole sample (n = 1119) but
excluding age at disease onset and disease dura-
tion as predictors. Results showed that older age,
male gender, fewer years of education and ApoE e4
carrier status significantly predicted increased
MTA and GCA-F, whereas only older age signifi-
cantly predicted increased PA (Table 4).

Diagnostic and predictive performances of different cut-offs

We evaluated different cut-offs to determine which
provided the best diagnostic performance for sep-
arating patients with AD and control subjects
(n = 667; Table 5). All these cut-offs are discussed
in the Supplementary material. Because regression
analyses showed that age was the main predictor
for the three visual rating scales, we first calculated
the age-decades-adjusted cut-off as described in
the Methods and shown in Table S1. This age-
decades-adjusted cut-off was compared with a
broad spectrum of cut-offs (Table 5).

The age-decades-adjusted cut-off resulted in the
best performance for MTA (AUC = 78.5). With
regard to GCA-F and PA, both the ≥1 and the
age-decades cut-offs had the best diagnostic
performance (GCA-F ≥ 1: AUC = 63.4; GCA-F
age-decades: AUC = 63.3; PA ≥1: AUC = 55.2; PA
age-decades: AUC = 55.0). However, the Cohen’s
kappa coefficient showed only slight agreement

Table 3 Diagnostic and predictive performances of the
visual rating scales

Visual rating scales AUC 95% CI SE P

Diagnostic performance (AD vs. CTRL)

MTA 83.8 80.8–86.9 0.016 <0.001

GCA-F 65.3 61.2–69.5 0.021 <0.001

PA 56.7 52.3–61.0 0.022 0.003

Predictive performance (MCI-C vs. MCI-S)

MTA 62.4 56.2–68.6 0.032 <0.001

GCA-F 58.1 51.6–64.7 0.034 0.034

PA 54.7 48.3–61.2 0.033 0.033

AUC, area under the curve; CI, confidence interval; AD,
Alzheimer’s disease; CTRL, control; MCI-C, mild cognitive
impairment fulfilling the diagnostic criteria of AD at
12 months of follow-up; MCI-S, mild cognitive impair-
ment remaining stable at 12 months of follow-up; MTA,
medial temporal atrophy; GCA-F, frontal lobe atrophy
(from the global cortical atrophy scale); PA, posterior
atrophy.
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for PA (see Table 5 and Fig. S1C–E). Using the
cut-offs with the best performance, combining
MTA with GCA-F or PA, or both, increased
sensitivity up to 93.8% when at least one of the
scales was required to be abnormal, and speci-
ficity to 91.0% when the three scales were
required to be abnormal (Table S2 and Fig.
S1F). However, this improvement occurred at
the expense of lower specificity and sensitivity
values, respectively.

We also evaluated the predictive performance of the
different cut-offs for separating patients with MCI-
C from those with MCI-S (n = 480; Table 5). The
age-75-adjusted cut-off showed the best predictive
performance for MTA (AUC = 62.7), and the age-
decades-adjusted cut-off had the best predictive
performance for both GCA-F and PA (AUC = 57.9
and 55.0, respectively). Nonetheless, the Cohen’s
kappa coefficient showed slight agreement for the
three scales (see Table 5 and Fig. S1G–I). Combin-
ing MTA with GCA-F or PA, or both, increased
sensitivity up to 89.5% when at least one of the
scales was required to be abnormal, and specificity
to 89.9% with improved Cohen’s kappa (Table S2
and Fig. S1J). However, this improvement occurred

at the expense of lower specificity and sensitivity
values, respectively.

Influence of age at disease onset and ApoE e4 status on the different
cut-offs

Based on the results obtained in the regression
analyses presented above, we decided to evaluate
the influence of age at disease onset and ApoE e4
status on the three visual rating scales. Several
two-way independent ANCOVA tests were performed
for each visual rating scale in the AD group
(n = 313). Disease onset (<65 years vs. ≥65 years)
and ApoE e4 status (carriers vs. noncarriers) were
entered as independent variables. Age was entered
as a covariate (Table S3). For MTA, there was a
significant interaction between age at disease onset
and ApoE e4 status (F(1,308) = 5.113; P = 0.024),
showing that MTA scores were higher in ApoE e4
carriers, but only amongst those with early-onset
(<65 years) disease (Fig. S2). For GCA-F and PA,
only age at disease onset was a significant variable
(GCA-F: F(1,308) = 5.470; P = 0.020; PA:
F(1,308) = 5.799; P = 0.017). GCA-F and PA were
increased in patients with AD with early disease
onset, regardless of ApoE e4 status.

Table 4 Multiple regression models: influence of demographic and clinical factors on the visual rating scales

Model Criterion (Y) R2 F P Predictors (X) ß P

Model 1 (AD group, n = 313) MTA 0.135 16.080 <0.001 Age

Disease duration

Gender

0.302

0.134

�0.127

<0.001

0.011

0.018

GCA-F 0.117 20.627 <0.001 Age

Age at disease onset

0.438

�0.195

<0.001

0.006

PA 0.056 9.149 <0.001 Age

Age at disease onset

0.310

�0.168

<0.001

0.023

Model 2 (whole sample,

n = 1119)

MTA 0.154 50.544 <0.001 Age

Gender

ApoE e4

Years of education

0.310

�0.111

0.222

�0.093

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

0.001

GCA-F 0.120 37.901 <0.001 Age

Gender

Years of education

ApoE e4

0.280

�0.126

�0.156

0.090

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

0.002

PA 0.048 56.703 <0.001 Age 0.220 <0.001

AD, Alzheimer’s disease; MTA, medial temporal atrophy; GCA-F, frontal lobe atrophy (from the global cortical atrophy
scale); PA, posterior atrophy; ApoE e4, apolipoprotein E e4 allele.
Multiple linear regression (backwards). Model 1: age + gender (male 0, female 1) + years of education + disease onset
(early onset 0, late onset 1) + disease duration + ApoE e4 status (noncarriers 0, carriers 1); model 2: age + gender (male 0,
female 1) + years of education + ApoE e4 status (noncarriers 0, carriers 1).
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Table 5 Diagnostic and predictive performances of different cut-offs

Cut-offs SN SP AUC 95% CI P j P

Diagnostic performance (AD vs. CTRL)

MTA ≥1.5 84.5 68.1 76.3 72.6–80.0 <0.001 52.3 <0.001

MTA ≥2 73.6 80.6 77.1 73.4–80.8 <0.001 54.3 <0.001

MTA age-75 69.9 83.2 76.5 72.8–80.3 <0.001 53.3 <0.001

MTA age-decades 80.1 76.8 78.5 74.9–82.1 <0.001 56.8 <0.001

GCA-F ≥ 1 61.8 64.9 63.4 59.1–67.6 <0.001 26.7 <0.001

GCA-F ≥ 2 17.4 96.5 57.0 52.6–61.3 0.002 14.3 <0.001

GCA-F ≥ 3 0.3 100 50.2 45.8–54.5 0.945 0.3 0.300

GCA-F age-75 33.2 85.5 59.4 55.0–63.7 <0.001 19.1 <0.001

GCA-F age-decades 58.4 67.8 63.1 58.9–67.3 <0.001 26.3 <0.001

PA ≥1 61.8 48.7 55.2 50.9–59.6 0.019 10.1 0.006

PA ≥2 23.3 85.2 54.3 49.9–58.6 0.057 8.7 0.005

PA ≥3 2.8 98.6 50.7 46.3–55.1 0.764 1.4 0.226

PA age-75 39.4 67.0 53.2 48.8–57.6 0.153 6.5 0.086

PA age-decades 59.6 50.4 55.0 50.7–59.4 0.025 10.0 0.009

Predictive performance (MCI-C vs. MCI-S)

MTA ≥1.5 75.8 43.6 59.7 53.6–65.8 0.003 11.0 0.001

MTA ≥2 54.7 58.4 56.6 50.1–63.0 0.047 9.0 0.021

MTA age-75 60.0 65.5 62.7 56.4–69.1 <0.001 18.5 <0.001

MTA age-decades 66.3 51.7 59.0 52.7–65.3 0.007 11.2 0.002

GCA-F ≥ 1 57.9 55.6 56.7 50.3–63.2 0.042 8.9 0.018

GCA-F ≥ 2 15.8 92.7 54.3 47.5–61.0 0.198 10.7 0.009

GCA-F ≥ 3 0 100 50.0 43.5–56.5 0.999 0 0.999

GCA-F age-75 33.7 80.8 57.2 50.5–63.9 0.029 13.9 0.002

GCA-F age-decades 55.8 60.0 57.9 51.5–64.3 0.017 10.9 0.005

PA ≥1 66.3 41.6 53.9 47.5–60.3 0.234 4.5 0.161

PA ≥2 22.1 82.9 52.5 45.9–59.1 0.454 5.1 0.261

PA ≥3 0 100 50.0 43.5–56.5 0.999 0 0.999

PA age-75 44.2 63.1 53.7 47.1–60.2 0.268 5.4 0.188

PA age-decades 66.3 43.6 55.0 48.6–61.3 0.133 5.7 0.078

SN, sensitivity; SP, specificity; AUC, area under the curve; CI, confidence interval; j, Cohen’s kappa; AD, Alzheimer’s
disease; CTRL, control; MCI-C, mild cognitive impairment fulfilling the diagnostic criteria of AD at 12 months of follow-up;
MCI-S, mild cognitive impairment remaining stable at 12 months of follow-up; MTA, medial temporal atrophy; GCA-F,
frontal lobe atrophy (from the global cortical atrophy scale); PA, posterior atrophy.
MTA ≥1.5, as described by Schoonenboom et al. [20], is based on the average score of both hemispheres and requires a
minimum MTA score of 1 in one hemisphere and 2 in the other; MTA ≥2, as described by Pereira et al. [21], requires an
average MTA score of 2; MTA age-75, as described by Scheltens et al. [4], requires an MTA score of 2 in either of the two
hemispheres in individuals younger than 75 years, and an MTA score of 3 in individuals aged 75 years and above; GCA-F
and PA age-75 require GCA-F and PA scores, respectively, of 1 in individuals younger than 75 years, and of 2 in
individuals aged 75 years and above; GCA-F and PA ≥1, ≥2 and ≥3 simply require total GCA-F and PA scores of 1, 2 and 3,
respectively; the different age-decades cut-offs consist of four values adjusted for the following corresponding age ranges:
45–64, 65–74, 75–84 and 85–94 years. In particular, MTA age-decades requires MTA scores of ≥1.5, ≥1.5, ≥2 and ≥2.5;
GCA-F age-decades requires GCA-F scores of ≥1, ≥1, ≥1 and ≥2; PA age-decades requires PA scores of ≥1, ≥1, ≥1 and ≥2 (see
also Table S1).
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Therefore, we decided to evaluate the influence of
age at disease onset and ApoE e4 status on the
cut-offs by stratifying the patients with AD into
four groups according to these factors (n = 313).
Table 6 shows the percentage of AD patients with
abnormal scores (i.e. sensitivity) according to the
cut-offs that previously showed better diagnostic

performance (see Table 5). Noncarrier AD patients
with early-onset disease had significantly less MTA
compared with the other three groups, according to
both age-decades-adjusted and MTA ≥2 cut-offs.
Moreover, sensitivity was suboptimal in this group
of early-onset non-carrier AD patients (47.1%).
These patients with AD also showed less GCA-F
compared with late-onset noncarrier AD patients,
according to both the ≥1 and age-decades-adjusted
cut-offs. Thus, we evaluated all the cut-offs for this
subgroup of early-onset noncarrier AD patients. As
shown in Table S4 and Fig. S1K–L, the diagnostic
performance was reduced (based on AUC values)
compared to that for the whole AD group (Table 5
and Fig. S1C–D). The age-75-adjusted cut-off
showed the best performance for both MTA and
GCA-F with specificity above 80%, but sensitivity
below 50% and slight agreement according to
Cohen’s kappa. Finally, PA was increased in
early-onset ApoE e4 carrier AD patients compared
with late-onset carriers, according to the age-75-
adjusted cut-off (Table 6).

Discussion

The final aim of this study was to generate a list of
practical cut-offs to facilitate the clinical use of
three visual rating scales, that is MTA, GCA-F and
PA. The results show that MTA, GCA-F and PA are
useful tools for assessing regional atrophy in AD
and MCI. However, the performance of these scales
differs because of the gradient of atrophy across
the AD continuum (AD > MCI-C > MCI-S > con-
trol), as well as across the rating scales
(MTA > GCA-F and PA). In addition, age, ApoE e4
status and age at disease onset significantly influ-
ence the performance of the scales.

To our knowledge, the MTA, GCA and PA scales
have not been directly compared in terms of
diagnostic performance in previous studies. The
fact that MTA showed better performance than
GCA-F and PA was expected given that regional
atrophy in the medial temporal lobe is a main
finding in AD and is typically greater than atrophy
in the frontal lobe or posterior cortex [37–40]. This
gradient of more MTA than GCA-F and PA was
confirmed in the present study. Similar diagnostic
performance for MTA (AUC = 89%) and PA
(AUC = 60%) has previously been reported [41].
The fact that the three rating scales had better
performance for AD diagnosis than for MCI prog-
nosis is consistent with previous studies [21, 35]
and was also expected because brain atrophy is

Table 6 Influence of age at disease onset and ApoE e4
status on the different cut-offs (AD group, n = 313)

ApoE e4

carriers

ApoE e4

noncarriers P

MTA age-decades

Early-onset AD 81.8 47.1 0.011

Late-onset AD 83.3 80.2 0.519

P 0.832 0.003

MTA ≥2

Early-onset AD 66.7 35.3 0.034

Late-onset AD 75.9 78.2 0.668

P 0.267 <0.001

GCA-F ≥ 1

Early-onset AD 51.5 35.3 0.276

Late-onset AD 60.5 71.3 0.075

P 0.339 0.004

GCA-F age-decades

Early-onset AD 51.5 35.3 0.276

Late-onset AD 56.8 66.3 0.124

P 0.578 0.015

PA ≥1

Early-onset AD 57.6 47.1 0.480

Late-onset AD 64.2 59.4 0.435

P 0.472 0.341

PA age-decades

Early-onset AD 57.6 47.1 0.480

Late-onset AD 61.1 57.4 0.553

P 0.705 0.426

PA age-75

Early-onset AD 57.6 47.1 0.480

Late-onset AD 37.7 33.7 0.512

P 0.034 0.286

Values represent the percentage of patients with AD with
abnormal scores (i.e. sensitivity) according to the cut-offs
that previously showed better diagnostic performance
(see Table 4). The cut-offs are explained in Table 5.
ApoE e4, apolipoprotein E e4 allele; MTA, medial temporal
atrophy; GCA-F, frontal lobe atrophy (from the global
cortical atrophy scale); PA, posterior atrophy; early onset,
age <65 years; late onset, age ≥65 years.
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greater in AD than in MCI [37–39, 42, 43], as
confirmed in this study.

Regional atrophy in the medial temporal lobe may
coexist with atrophy in the frontal lobe or posterior
cortex, either as a part of the same pathophysio-
logical process (e.g. advanced AD with global
atrophy) or as parallel diseases (e.g. AD and
vascular disease). In this sense, the combination
of two or three of the rating scales may improve
diagnostic and predictive performance [7]. Com-
bining MTA with GCA-F or PA, or both, did not
increase AUC values for patients with AD com-
pared with healthy control subjects. However,
abnormal values in two or three of the scales
helped to successfully rule out healthy control
subjects (specificity around 90%). Likewise, an
abnormal value for at least one of the scales
increased the certainty of AD (sensitivity around
90%), although did not allow normality to be
excluded (specificity below 55%). With regard to
MCI prediction, combining MTA with GCA-F
resulted in slightly increased AUC values. Of note,
normal values in the three scales helped to rule out
conversion from MCI to AD, at least during the next
12 months (specificity around 90%). Abnormal
values in at least one of the scales increased the
certainty of MCI due to AD (sensitivity around
90%). Previous studies have shown that the MTA
scale is useful for distinguishing patients with AD
from healthy control subjects and from patients
with other dementias [4, 41, 44–46], as well as for
predicting progression from MCI to AD [41, 44, 47–
49]. The findings of the few studies that have
examined PA suggest that this scale may be useful
for distinguishing patients with AD from those with
other dementias, particularly amongst younger
patients (<65 years) in whom medial temporal
atrophy seems to be less evident [7, 50]. Recently,
PA was found to predict progression from MCI to
AD in patients with late-onset MCI [48]. Our
findings suggest that previously reported results
could be improved by combining MTA with the PA
and/or GCA-F scales. This highlights the impor-
tance of obtaining suitable cut-offs for the MTA,
GCA-F and PA scales.

Several factors influenced the scores on the three
visual rating scales as well as the derived cut-offs.
Age was the main influencing factor. Consequently,
the proposed age-decades-adjusted cut-off pro-
vided the best performance in several settings.
The fact that ageing is associated with both global
and regional brain atrophy compromises the clin-

ical utility of the visual rating scales in patients of
advanced age. Two recent studies comparing
patients with AD and healthy control subjects
showed that the diagnostic performance of the
MTA scale is worse in individuals older than
75 years compared with individuals below this
age [21, 44]. An age-corrected cut-off based on a
threshold of 75 years showed either suboptimal
sensitivity (68%) [44] or suboptimal specificity
(63%) [21] for the older group. Therefore, a more
specific age correction is needed. An age correction
based on decades allowed us to optimize the
performance of the MTA scale over smaller age
intervals, which led to better results. Sensitivity
was 80% and specificity was 77% when comparing
patients with AD and healthy control subjects. Of
note, this new age-decades-adjusted cut-off pro-
vided better diagnostic performance than other
cut-offs in previous studies [4, 20, 21, 50]. Age also
affected the GCA-F and PA scores. The perfor-
mance of the age-decades-adjusted cut-off was
better, compared with most of the other cut-offs,
but ≥1 for GCA-F and PA showed slightly better
performance. However, sensitivity and specificity
values were low (<65%). Low sensitivity for the PA
scale has also been reported previously [7, 50].

The two other influencing factors were age at
disease onset and ApoE e4 status. Previous studies
have shown that whilst late-onset AD is frequently
related to more severe atrophy in medial temporal
lobe structures, early-onset AD seems to favour
atrophy in the posterior and frontal cortex [50–52].
This is partly supported by our results. Patients
with early-onset AD showed more PA and GCA-F.
In addition, patients with late-onset AD demon-
strated more MTA, but this result was no longer
significant after adjusting for age. Moreover, it
should be noted that these results were modulated
by ApoE e4 status, as discussed below. The ApoE e4
allele, the principal genetic risk factor for sporadic
AD, has been associated with atrophy in the medial
temporal lobe [52, 53]. There is increasing evidence
to indicate that ApoE e4 may modulate disease
phenotype in AD, with ApoE e4 carriers exhibiting
medial temporal and occipital foci of atrophy, and
noncarriers showing more pronounced frontopari-
etal volume loss [54]. In line with this, ApoE e4
carriers had more atrophy in the medial temporal
lobe than noncarriers. Of interest, frontal atrophy
was more pronounced in noncarriers, but only in
those with late-onset AD. In addition, ApoE e4
carriers had more medial temporal and posterior
atrophy, but only in those with early-onset AD.
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Greater posterior atrophy was observed only when
using the PA age-75 cut-off. The fact that the PA ≥1
and PA age-decades cut-offs did not show any
significant difference suggests that both can better
control the influence of age at disease onset and
ApoE e4 on posterior atrophy and therefore should
be used in preference to other cut-offs. Therefore,
age at disease onset and ApoE e4 status not only
influence regional atrophy independently but also
interact with each other.

There is enough evidence to suggest that age, ApoE
e4 status and age at disease onset should be taken
into account when using the MTA, GCA-F and PA
scales in clinical practice. For example, for a
hypothetical 65-year-old patient with suspicion of
AD who is an ApoE e4 noncarrier and whose
symptoms started at the age of 60, an MTA cut-
off of ≥1.5 would be suggested initially; however,
our results show that an MTA cut-off of ≥2 is more
appropriate for this patient (see Table 7). Amongst
the previously suggested MTA cut-offs, only the one
proposed by Scheltens and colleagues takes into
account age [4], but this cut-off does not include

ApoE e4 status and age at disease onset. We
acknowledge, however, that ApoE e4 genotyping is
not widely established in clinical practice and
involves ethical issues. Therefore, at present, this
specification for early-onset ApoE e4 non-carrier
AD patients may be of more benefit for research
and clinical trials.

Some limitations should be recognized. The diag-
nosis of AD and MCI in the AddNeuroMed and
ADNI cohorts lacks pathological confirmation. In
spite of the strict selection criteria applied in both
studies, we cannot assume the total absence of
other underlying abnormalities or mixed neurode-
generative processes. For this reason, it is impor-
tant to note that performance greater than 80% is
not easily achieved as the performance for clinical
diagnosis of AD is already approximately 85%
when validated by pathological confirmation [55,
56]. It is also worth mentioning that intrarater
reliability was lower for GCA-F and PA than for
MTA. Similar findings have been reported previ-
ously [7, 11] and may be explained by the fact that
MTA includes a relatively small area, whereas
GCA-F and PA require the inspection of much
larger areas and an ‘averaged’ judgement to be
taken. Moreover, raters usually have more experi-
ence with MTA than with GCA-F and PA. Nonethe-
less, according to the criteria of Landis and Koch
[36], intrarater values obtained in this study indi-
cate substantial agreement for GCA-F and PA and
excellent agreement for MTA. The predictive per-
formance for MCI was based on a follow-up period
of 12 months. It is thus necessary to evaluate these
scales over longer follow-up periods, which nor-
mally provide better performance results [57].
GCA-F has been used to assess frontal atrophy in
two previous studies [11, 14], but the scale still
needs to be quantitatively validated using volumet-
ric MRI. Finally, the proposed list of practical cut-
offs needs to be evaluated in clinical settings and
compared with other dementias.

In conclusion, MTA, GCA-F and PA are useful
scales for assessing regional brain atrophy and
aiding AD diagnosis, and potentially for determin-
ing MCI prognosis. Age, ApoE e4 status and age at
disease onset significantly influenced the scores in
the three visual rating scales as well as the derived
cut-offs. By taking these factors into account, we
have proposed a list of practical cut-offs for the
MTA, GCA-F and PA scales (see Table 7). The
provision of reliable and practical cut-offs for
assessing atrophy in the medial temporal lobe,

Table 7 Practical cut-offs for visual rating scales of medial
temporal, frontal and posterior atrophy. The cut-off is the
initial value considered abnormal (e.g. a cut-off of ≥2
means that a value greater than or equal to 2 should be
considered abnormal). ‘Heterogeneous group’ refers to the
group of AD patients typically attending a memory clinic,
including patients with early- or late-onset disease, and
both ApoE e4 carriers and noncarriers. ‘Early-onset ApoE
e4 noncarriers’ refers to AD patients with a disease onset
before 65 years of age and who do not carry the ApoE e4
allele

MTA GCA-F PA

Heterogeneous group

45–64 years ≥1.5 ≥1 ≥1

65–74 years ≥1.5 ≥1 ≥1

75–84 years ≥2 ≥1 ≥1

85–94 years ≥2.5 ≥1 ≥1

Early-onset ApoE e4 non-carriers

45–64 years ≥2 ≥1 –

65–74 years ≥2 ≥1 –

75–84 years ≥3 ≥2 –

85–94 years ≥3 ≥2 –

MTA, medial temporal atrophy; GCA-F, frontal lobe
atrophy (from the global cortical atrophy scale); PA,
posterior atrophy; AD, Alzheimer’s disease; ApoE e4,
apolipoprotein E e4 allele.
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frontal lobe and posterior cortex is of utmost
importance especially now that different presenta-
tions of AD have been recognized in the revised
diagnostic criteria for AD [1]. MTA is incorporated
in the algorithm to assess hippocampal atrophy on
MRI [1, 3] and has a well-established association
with the amnestic presentation [4, 40, 44, 58–60].
GCA-F and PA may be of value to support nonam-
nestic presentations such as those evidencing
executive impairment and language and visuospa-
tial impairment, respectively. In addition, the GCA-
F and PA scales could assist the differential diag-
nosis between AD and non-AD dementias [7]. If
successfully validated in clinical settings, the list of
practical cut-offs proposed here may eventually
favour the adoption of the three visual rating scales
in clinical practice. Some steps have already been
taken towards this goal by suggesting that the use
of the MTA scale appears to be justified in clinical
routine [44, 61, 62]. Another favourable outcome of
validating this list of practical cut-offs would be to
foster studies on disease subtypes based on pat-
terns of structural atrophy and related cognitive
impairment. It is hoped that this will increase the
understanding of different presentations of AD,
improve diagnostic and predictive methods, aid
population selection and enrichment for clinical
trials and, as a central goal, improve clinical care.
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